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[06:43] mib_798pv8: Hello from Guangzhou City, China!
[09:54] Dr_Eberhard: test
[09:55] Jim_Galvin: test
[09:56] Jim_Galvin: Is audio stream working for you?
[10:00] Norm_Ritchi: Hey! You starting at 10:00 or waiting for the end of the opening ceremonies?
[10:02] Dr_Eberhard: iam going to try and start as soon as we get the technic working
[10:02] Dr_Eberhard: but there is only one individual in the audienceyet
[10:16] Warren_Kuma: Hello
[10:16] Warren_Kuma: Test.
[10:19] Jim_Galvin: Hello. Are they waiting for the end of the Welcome session here?
[11:50]
Bryan: My screen seems to be stuck on a slide from the previous presentation.
[12:12]
Antoin: Is it me, or are there no slides in the virtual meeting room ?
[12:13]
Bryan: I've got the same problem.
[12:16] Brandon_Ver: You may need to restart the virtual meeting room service.
[12:17]
Bryan: anyone able to poke whoever is in charge of this virtual meeting?
[12:19] Brandon_Ver: I will speak with Nick Ashton-Heart about this issue.
[12:19]
Bryan: ty
[12:22]
Antoin: Restarting my browser and reconnecting didn't work, I only see the agenda slide in
the virtual meeting room....
[12:34] nashton: Sorry everyone, I have contacted the staff responsible for the session
[12:35] nashton: We are working on restoring chat access, it should never have been made invisible
[12:35]
Antoin: Hmm, Why do I suddenly hear classical music ?
[12:36]
Antoin: Yes, poke Bart...
[12:37] nashton: getting replies from Gabi now
[12:40] Roman_Pelik: test
[12:41] mib_6d4kxx: test
[12:43] Nick_Ashton: Sorry everyone on the chat channel, you can be seen now
[12:43] Nick_Ashton: the room got rearranged somehow and the chat window was hidden

[12:44]
Antoin: test
[12:44] Nick_Ashton: we read you Antoin
[12:44]
Antoin: ok, looks better...
[12:44]
Antoin: is there a break ? (I only hear mnusic
[12:45] Nick_Ashton: checking on the audio
[13:09] Brandon_Ver: Currently the session is on break until 2:00
[14:05]
Bryan: Slides are still *not* working
[14:05]
Bryan: Anyone else having this problem?
[14:14] Bryan_Bueck: Does anyone see the sides for this presentation?
[14:14] Norm_Ritchi: not I
[14:15]
Fermin: only the agenda
[14:16] Bryan_Bueck: Is there any chance that the virual meeting manager can enable us remote
participants to see the slides?
[14:17] Bryan_Bueck: s/virual/virtual/
[14:57] Nick_Ashton: Bryan do you need them posted or in the room here?
[14:57] Nick_Ashton: sorry, I've been in other rooms with this one hidden
[14:57] Bryan_Bueck: Nick: couldn't see any slides before, but now it seems to be working again.
[15:22]
Antoin: hmm, sound turned into classical music again....
[15:22] Bryan_Bueck: sound is working fine here.
[15:24]
Antoin: I'm using the http://stream.icann.org/shimba-64-en.m3u link from teh website, and it
now plays "fallback05" which plays classical music....
[15:24] Brandon_Ver: If your hearing music on http://stream.icann.org/shimba-64-en.m3u please
reload your client and connect back to that stream again
[15:25]
Antoin: Reconnacting makes me go to "fallback06"
[15:25] Brandon_Ver: Which client are you using?
[15:25]
Antoin: So I think number of streams have run out..
[15:25]
Antoin: VLC offcourse
[15:25] Brandon_Ver: Check the Playlist in VLC
[15:26]
Antoin: It only has "fallback" in the playlist..
[15:27]
Antoin: Ok now it's back
[15:27]
Antoin: After reconnecting again
[15:27] Brandon_Ver: Good to hear.
[15:27] Nigel_Rober: I've been impressed with the stability of the audio stream
[15:27] Nigel_Rober: the audio level is slightly low thoug
[15:32] Nigel_Rober: I never thought I'd say this: "Eberhard, please speak up!"
[15:33] nicki_lisse: thats not something you hear often...
[15:34] Nigel_Rober: audio's now disappeared altogether for me
[15:35] Suzanne_Woo: I don't think anyone is talking....
[15:35] Suzanne_Woo: ?
[15:35] Suzanne_Woo: mic is live
[15:37] Nigel_Rober: Can someone please boost the level of the feed??
[15:38] Brandon_Ver: On the Audio stream?

[15:38] Brandon_Ver: On http://stream.icann.org/shimba-64-en.m3u ?
[15:39] Nigel_Rober: yes
[15:39] Nigel_Rober: It's very good and stable but low level
[15:40] Brandon_Ver: Its actually quite loud for me. I think if we raise the levels more we will be
overdriving the audio.
[15:43] Kristina_No: Sorry, wrong button
[15:43] Kristina_No: are you all still on the chat?
[15:43] Brandon_Ver: Nigel_Roberts: Could you just confirm for me again whether your using Adobe
Connect for the Audio, or http://stream.icann.org/shimba-64-en.m3u for the audio stream
[15:46] Nigel_Rober: I'm connecting directly to the stream
[15:46] Nigel_Rober: and the audio is perfect now
[15:46] Nigel_Rober: I'm using Audacious for what its worth
[15:46] Brandon_Ver: Good to hear.
[15:47] Nigel_Rober: now its almost inaudible again
[15:50] Suzanne_Woo: mic, Greg
[15:50] Suzanne_Woo: thanks
[15:54] Nigel_Rober: Eberhardis fine but the other speakers are quiet
[15:56] Bryan_Bueck: slides are not updating remotely. - for me anyway.
[15:56] Martin_Levy: ditto
[15:56] Bryan_Bueck: it's ok now.
[15:57]
orange: bit slow it looks like
[16:29] david_dagon: thanks everyone
[16:34] yoshiro: Is anybody in?
[16:37] yoshiro_yon: Is ccNSO Wildcard Studygroup meeting going?
[16:38] yoshiro_yon: I'm joining teleconference room, but I can't hear any voice.
[16:45] Brandon_Ver: yoshiro_yoneya: how is the audio for you?
[16:45] yoshiro_yon: good
[16:46] Brandon_Ver: Good to hear.

